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Possible solutions: df -L output file that
does not have the -rwxrwxr-x Â· Files in

nautilus of the sizes of more than 100MB
are still not shown. However, if the file size
is very small (less than or equal to 100MB,
for example 10MB), then this problem will
not occur. I use a PC with 8 GB RAM. I also
do not use an SSD (at least now not), but
use a hard disk. I am using Ubuntu 10.04

LTS. I have checked some possible
solutions for these problems, but to no
avail. I am in no way familiar with these
things, but somehow I just do not know

where to start. I have searched a lot on the
Internet, and have seen many suggestions
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and tutorials, but they all consist of various
advice and recommendations for various
operating systems, which I am unfamiliar
with. Some of these suggestions include:
remove.thumbnails folder from ~/Photos

remove those Photos/fine.png files restore
your precious photos from your backup

delete the thumbnails cache files reinstall
the thumbnails package give thumbnails

enough disk space Which of these
suggestions would be most appropriate for
my case? Are all of these possible solutions
okay, or are some of them not appropriate?
If not, please explain. A: As written in the
comment this was a problem due to the

SSD I used for my computer. When the hard
disk (my 16 GB SSD) is full of data and after

using some applications, the data from
those applications are saved temporarily in

the memory area of the RAM (random
access memory). In my case, for the

applications that store the data in the RAM,
the filesystem for the SSD was filled up and

created a new.thumbnails folder,
with.thumbnails.db inside it. I guess the

new folder in your case was too large, but
the keys and the data saved inside it do not

really fill up the memory area, but fill up
the SSD. As a result you only see the
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thumbnails of the last 100MB of your files
on your computer. Search It’s been a while
since I played with my camera, and, in fact,
it’s been months since my last post was an
actual photo of my cat. So, it’s time to pull

up the camera and start taking some
pictures again.
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